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Reflection on the First PTC Weekend 
(non-assessed)  

  

LEARNING OUTCOME 
On completion of this assignment, students will have reflected on the first PTC Weekend’s 
lectures and become familiar with the PTC Guiding Principles (GPs). They will have considered 
these in relation to their own interests, knowledge and skills and have clarified and prioritised 
their aims for the forthcoming PTC year. They will also have learnt how to reference and submit 
PTC assignments. 
 

DEADLINE 
To be uploaded to your PTC Dropbox, together with your completed Front Page Assignment 
Checklist, on or before 10pm on Sunday 15th November 2020. 
 

Guided by the questions below, you are required to reflect on the first PTC Weekend’s 
lectures, and consider the PTC Guiding Principles (GPs), in relation to your own interests, 
knowledge and skills. You are also asked to refer to your pre-course reading, at least once, to 
make sure you know how to reference correctly. Finally, you are required to clarify and 
prioritise your aims for the forthcoming PTC year. 
 

 
FIRST, WITH THE HELP OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW, SUMMARISE YOUR TRAINING AND 
EXPERIENCE UP TO THIS POINT: 
 
 

➢ Why did you choose piano lessons? 

➢ Did you learn what you wanted to learn? Classics, pop, jazz? Note reading, playing by ear, 
improvising?  
 

➢ In what ways were you inspired, and in what ways were you put off by your teachers and 
lessons? 
 

➢ In what ways do you teach as you were taught?  
 

➢ In what ways do you, or would you like to, teach differently? 

➢ What are you most hoping for from this course?  

 
SECOND, RECALL THE PTC WEEKEND’S LECTURES and WORKSHOPS and write a BRIEF 

reflection on your experience, highlighting the areas that interested you and that you enjoyed, 

as well as those that challenged you. Please quote at least once from a lecture and workshop, 

and at least once from your pre-course reading in this section, to make sure you know how to 

reference correctly. (See the PTC Guidelines for Writing Assignments) 
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THIRD, READ THE PTC GUIDING PRINCIPLES (GPs) to remind you of the wide variety of 

knowledge and skills that piano teachers need. Then, thinking of your own strengths, interests 

and needs, make lists under the following headings:  

 

1. My current strengths 
 
2. My particular interests 
 
3. The areas I would most like to develop while on the PTC 

 
PRESENTATION 
Please see the PTC Guidelines for Writing Assignments and complete the Front Page 
Assignment Checklist to make sure you have presented your work correctly. 
 
DEADLINE 
To be uploaded to your PTC Dropbox together with your completed Front Page Assignment 
Checklist, on or before 10pm on Sunday 15th November 2020. 
 
On-site students: please bring ONE hard copy of your completed documents to the course on 
Sunday 22nd November 2020. 


